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Abstract—This paper presents a new pseudopin assignment
(PPA) algorithm with crosstalk noise control in multilayer gridless
general-area routing. We propose a two-step approach that
considers obstacles and minimizes the weighted sum of total wire
length and the estimated number of vias under crosstalk noise
constraints. We test our algorithms on a set of MCM examples and
a set of standard-cell examples. Without crosstalk noise control
in PPA, the average noise in the MCM test cases after detailed
with up to 11% of nets larger than 0.3
routing is 0.13–0.22
. However, if the noise constraint of each net is set to 0.3
in PPA, the average noise in each case reduces to 0.11–0.15
(15%–31% reduction) with no crosstalk noise violations. Most of
the nets in our standard-cell test cases do not have noise problems.
Our PPA algorithms still give better noise distributions and have
1%–10% noise reduction on the global nets in these standard-cell
test cases. Even without ripup and reroute, the detailed routing
completion rate is 93%–99% and the average vias per net is only
0.7–1.4 for our MCM test cases and 1.0–1.7 for our standard-cell
test cases.
Index Terms—Deep submicrometer, gridless routing, noise analysis, routing.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N A TYPICAL hierarchical routing system, a global router
determines wirings in a rough scale (in terms of routing
regions) and a detailed router determines the exact wirings
within each routing region. In order to build a bridge between
global routing and detailed routing, we need to determine
the wire crossing locations on the region boundaries. A wire
crossing point is called a pseudopin in this paper. The problem
of determining the pseudopin locations is called the PPA
(PPA) problem. Because PPA determines the wire ordering and
spacing to a large extent, it can be used effectively for wire
length minimization, via minimization, and crosstalk noise
control. We are interested in the problem of PPA with via
minimization, wire length minimization, and crosstalk noise
control in hierarchical multilayer gridless general-area routing.
In [18], a two-layer grid-based PPA algorithm is discussed.
Their heuristic algorithm optimizes the alignment of pseudopins, but does not consider crosstalk. There are some studies
on controlling crosstalk noise in detailed or channel routing
(e.g., [2], [3], [14], [15], [17], [20], [25]) or in global routing
(e.g., [28], [29]). Although the crosstalk noise estimations
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during detailed routing can be accurate, the freedom to control
crosstalk noise is restricted. On the other hand, although
crosstalk noise control in global routing may have more flexibility, the estimations can not be very accurate without detailed
considerations on wire ordering, spacing, and the complications
from obstacles and gridless layouts. In [26], crosstalk noise is
considered in a pseudopin1 assignment step. Their algorithm
inserts pseudopins on each boundary one by one with a priority
ordering and then performs a space relaxation algorithm to
further separate pseudopins. Their greedy algorithm may lack
a global view to align the pseudopins of the same nets.
In this paper, we propose a new PPA algorithm to control the
crosstalk noise and minimize a weighted sum of the number of
vias and wire length in multilayer gridless general area routing.
Our algorithm takes the obstacles into consideration by decomposing the tile boundaries into intervals and then solves the PPA
problem in two steps: coarse pseudopin assignment (CPPA) and
detailed pseudopin assignment (DPPA). In CPPA, each pseudopin is estimated with a crosstalk-safe spacing from its noise
constraint and assigned to an interval. Our CPPA algorithms are
efficient graph routing algorithms that minimize the weighted
sum of wire length and vias. They also ensure that every interval
has enough space for all the pseudopins assigned to it. In DPPA,
each pseudopin is assigned to an exact location and crosstalk
noise constraints must be satisfied. Our DPPA algorithm determines pseudopin ordering and then aligns pseudopins of the
same net under crosstalk constraints.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We are interested in the PPA problem for a multilayer gridless
area routing system with obstacles. The inputs of the problem
consist of a multilayer global routing solution, a set of design
rules, and a set of crosstalk constraints. We assume that the
global router uses a reserved layer model, which means each
layer has a preferred routing orientation (horizontal or vertical);
obstacles are also allowed. We also assume that the global router
divides the routing area regularly into an array of rectangular
tiles. For each net, the global routing solution determines which
tiles and layers it should go through without giving the exact
wire crossing locations. We need to determine the wire crossing
locations before a detailed router can route each tile independently. Since these wire crossing locations act just like pins in
detailed routing, we shall call them “pseudopins” in this paper.
On the other hand, we call the original pins “real pins” to distinguish them from pseudopins.
Assignment of pseudopins may have significant impact on
the wire length, the number of vias, and crosstalk noise in the
final layout generated by the detailed router. For example, Fig. 1
1In

[26], pseudopin is called crosspoint.
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shows two PPAs of the same global routing solution on
tiles. The tile boundaries are shown as dotted lines. Pseudopins
are labeled 1–12; real pins are labeled , , , , , and
; the grey areas are obstacles. The possible detailed routings
according to the PPA are also shown in the figure. The narrow
solid lines represent wires on layer 1 and the wide solid lines
represent the wires on layer 2. The shaded areas indicate the
space between the wires of net – to the wires that are separated by the minimum spacing to them. We can see the total coupled length (length of shaded areas) is roughly 4 (tile widths) in
Fig. 1(a), but decreases to 2 (tile widths) in Fig. 1(b). The detour
is roughly 1 (tile height) in Fig. 1(a) and 1.5 (tile
on net
height) in Fig. 1(b). This example shows different PPA solutions
can lead to considerably different via counts, wire lengths, and
capacitance coupling among nets.
Our objectives of the PPA are to determine the locations of
of the
pseudopins to minimize a weighted sum
and the estimated number of required vias
total wire length
under the crosstalk constraints. We assume the weights
and are given by the user. We choose this objective because
crosstalk noise usually only needs to be controlled in a safe
range, but the wire length and via minimization is usually desired. Note that minimizing the estimated number of vias means
more alignments on pseudopins and less routing resources used
by vias, thus generating more routable problem instances for detailed routing.
We estimate the total wire length by the summation of the
Manhattan distances between adjacent pins (real or pseudo) of
all nets. We shall explain how the crosstalk noise is estimated in
the next section. The details of via estimation are explained in
Section III-A.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. Impacts of PPA. (a) PPA with less vias and detours, but larger coupling
on net b1–b2. (b) PPA with smaller coupling on net b1–b2, but more vias and
detours.

A. Crosstalk Noise Estimation
To estimate the crosstalk noise in PPA, we need to estimate
the routing of each net and compute the resistance and capacitance from the estimated routing. The routing of each net is estimated by a set of wire segments that correspond to pseudopins.
to denote the wire segment corresponds to pseuWe use
dopin . If a pseudopin is on the boundary between tiles
and , the length of the wire segment
is estimated by the
and .
center-to-center distance between tiles
Under this assumption, we can estimate the resistance and capacitance for each wire segment. If a pair of pseudopins on the
same boundary were assigned adjacent to each other, we could
know the coupling length and separating distance between these
two wire segments. Therefore, we can estimate the coupling capacitance by a table lookup method [8] (used in our approach).
Alternatively, we may also use analytical formulae.
From the above estimated resistance and capacitance together
with driver and receiver characteristics information, we can estimate the crosstalk noise in PPA by any crosstalk modeling,
including those in [12], [19], [24], [25], and [27].
In our implementation, we use a simple closed-form conservative formula for two-terminal nets described in [25] to calculate the crosstalk noise on each wire segment.2 According to
2If there are multiple-terminal nets, we calculate the noise as if all the wire
segments of the same net were on a simple path to simplify the noise computation and give a conservative upper-bound estimation on crosstalk noise.

Fig. 2. Crosstalk calculation.

[25], the peak crosstalk noise
for the circuits in Fig. 2 can
be estimated by the following formula:
(1)

where the aggressor is driven by a step voltage source of
with intrinsic resistance of
and the victim is connected
. The intrinsic cato ground via its intrinsic resistance
and , line resistances are
pacitances of the two lines are
and , and the coupling capacitance between the aggressor
.
and victim is
We choose such a simple formula in our implementation because of the following reasons.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Net ordering on adjacent layers. (a) Vertical next ordering (1 2 3 4). (b)
Vertical next ordering (2 4 3 1).
Fig. 4.

1) The detailed routing results are still unknown during PPA.
Therefore, the noise calculation in PPA will be rough estimations due to the error in estimating coupling capacitance even if the most accurate noise estimation models
are used. It is not necessary to use complicated and accurate noise models in PPA. What we need is a conservative
model to absorb the estimation errors. According to [25],
the simple formula in (1) reports noise always between
10% and 20% higher than AS/X, an IBM circuit simulation tool similar to SPICE.
2) We need a formula that is efficient to evaluate for runtime
reasons.
Although we are using the above formula to estimate
crosstalk noise, we would like to emphasize that our algorithm
is not based on the assumption of which noise model is used.
Our algorithm can use any other reasonable noise models such
as the 2- model recently proposed in [10].
We assume the system clock is divided into user-defined
windows (time buckets) [22]. The noise effect in one window
will not last to another window. Therefore, we do not need to
add up noise on different windows. For each victim net, we only
need to add up the noise from its active neighboring aggressor
nets within each window.
The benefit of using time buckets is that more aggressive designs are allowed. However, it also requires the knowledge of
the logic switching behaviors to determine the value of and
whether there is noise concern between any pair of nets in a
window.
Our algorithm simply assumes this information is given by
users. If the user does not have such information, our default
assumption is that the noise between every net pair should be
).
considered (
We use a simple assumption that pessimistically estimates the
crosstalk noise on a net is the summation of all the crosstalk
noise on all the segments of the net. In the case that a more
accurate crosstalk modeling is used (e.g., it needs to penalize
coupling at the receiver more than coupling at the driver), we
can use a weighted sum to calculate the crosstalk with a proper
choice of weights.
We use this simple weighted summation method for crosstalk
noise for fast noise estimation with the cost of possible overestimation of the crosstalk noise.
B. Layer by Layer Approach
We observe that the assignment of pseudopins in one layer
has little affect on PPAs on different layers. For example, Fig. 3

Tile boundary decomposition and via estimations.

shows that we can permute the pseudopins on the vertical layer
without changing the PPA on the horizontal layer. Note that the
estimated number of vias and total wire lengths are not changed
in these two assignments, although the noise estimations on the
horizontal layer will change slightly. However, such change is
usually much smaller compared to the change due to ordering
or spacing of the pseudopins on the same layer.
Assigning pseudopins one layer at a time can reduce the
problem complexity and does not sacrifice too much solution
quality. Furthermore, because each pseudopin is confined on
a single tile boundary, we do not need to work on the entire
layer, assigning pseudopins one row (or column) at a time is
good enough. Because the assignment on a row or a column is
similar, we will focus on the PPA on a row of tiles in the later
discussions.
III. PPA ALGORITHM
The crosstalk constrained PPA problem is an NP-hard
problem even when we only consider a degenerated problem
to determine if a feasible PPA exists on a single tile boundary.
This can be proved by a simple reduction from the Hamiltonian
path problem (a proof similar to that in [15] will be provided
in the Appendix).
Our PPA algorithm is a heuristic algorithm that consists of
a tile boundary decomposition which partitions tile boundaries
into intervals, a CPPA step which assigns pseudopins to intervals, and a DPPA step which assigns the exact locations of pseudopins within each interval. Our algorithm has a similar flavor
as the pin assignment algorithm used in [4].
A. Tile Boundary Decomposition
We first decompose boundaries to a set of intervals by maximum horizontal strips. The maximum horizontal strips, which
were first defined in [23], are strips (rectangles) that form a partition on the empty space in a routing region such that no strip
is horizontally adjacent to any other strip. In our algorithm, the
rectangular objects are obstacles, real pins, or the projections of
real pins from adjacent layers.3 Fig. 4 shows an example of the
maximum strips formed on a row of four tiles. The grey areas are
rectangular objects, which are obstacles or real pins. The dashed
3In fact, each rectangle is expanded by half of the minimum spacing on that
layer. Our algorithm can further cut strips that are too tall (compared to an input
parameter) to make sure that we have enough partitions on the routing areas to
avoid trivial coarse assignment.
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lines are the horizontal lines shot from the top and bottom of the
obstacles. The decomposed intervals are labeled 1–19.
The above tile boundary decomposition allows us to accurately estimate the minimum number of required vias under the
reserved layer model without knowing the exact pseudopin locations. We use the following approximation to simplify the estimation: we only consider obstacles on the same layer and assume the space on the adjacent layers is always available for
making connections.
and
are on the same layer and asIf two pseudopins
signed to intervals of strips and , we only need to check if
and horizontally overlap. If is on a horizontal layer and
is on a vertical layer, we only need to check on if horizontally overlaps with . Fig. 4 shows several examples of the via
and
. The via estimaestimation patterns on boundaries
and
are 0, 2, 4, 1, and 3 for
tions on pseudopins between
nets , , , , and , respectively.
B. CPPA
In CPPA, we assign pseudopins to intervals. The noise control in CPPA is through space reservation on each pseudopin.
The idea is to reserve more space for pseudopins that are more
likely to have noise problems such that the pseudopins with potential noise problems can have more space to separate themselves from other pins in DPPA. Our CPPA algorithm reserves
space for each pseudopin by estimating a crosstalk-safe spacing
for each pseudopin, which will be discussed later.
After the crosstalk-safe spacing for each pseudopin is calculated, the noise control is implicitly done when we resolve
the congestion in assigning pseudopins to intervals. Our CPPA
algorithm will simply focus on the objective of minimizing a
of the estimated total wire length
weighted sum
and the estimated number of vias
.
Since we do not have the exact pseudopin locations for wire
length calculation, we approximate the location of a pseudopin
by the location of the center of the interval that pin is assigned
to.
A CPPA is feasible if all the intervals have enough space
for the pseudopins assigned to them. The CPPA problem is
an NP-hard problem that can be proved by a simple reduction
from the set partition problem to a CPPA problem on a single
boundary (a proof will be provided in the Appendix).
The crosstalk-safe spacing for a pseudopin is estimated by
assuming that the pseudopin is adjacent to a pair of pseudopins
which have the average capacitance, resistance, and driver/receiver characteristics. We assume each pseudopin has a noise
budget that can be calculated from the noise constraints.4 If a
pseudopin has a noise budget with the estimated total capacitance, resistance, and driver/receiver characteristics, we can calculate the maximum allowed coupling capacitance

4In

our implementation, we evenly distribute the noise constraint of each net
to every pseudopin p in the net according to the length of the wire segment seg
(defined in Section II-A). However, any clever algorithm which distributes noise
budgets can be used.

Fig. 5.
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Coarse routing graph for CPPA.

on this pseudopin from (1). From , we can find the minimum
separation distance to its neighbor by interpolation in the capacitance lookup table. This calculated minimum separation distance is our estimated crosstalk-safe spacing for the pseudopin.
1) Coarse Routing Graph: To solve the CPPA problem, we
from the
first generate a coarse routing graph
boundary decomposition. The vertex set consists of the intervals and the connection points that are either real pins or pseudopins. The edges in connect vertex pairs which can reach
each other without crossing a tile boundary.5 For example, Fig. 5
shows the routing graph for a layout in Fig. 4 with two connecting points and representing a net that needs to go through
,
, and
.
the boundaries
in the routing graph is assigned a cost
Each edge
, which is a weighted sum
of the Manhattan
between the center of the two intervals and the
distance
estimated number of vias to connect pins on and .
It is easy to show that a CPPA for a net connecting from to
corresponds to a path from to in the coarse routing graph and
routing cost (weighted sum of wire length and via count) is the
sum of the edge costs of the path. Therefore, for a subproblem
of the CPPA that assigns a single net, we can use the shortest
path algorithm to find the minimum cost assignment.
2) CPPA Algorithms: Based on the optimal assignment of
a single net (shortest path algorithm), we implemented two
approaches to solve the CPPA problem. The first one is a
net-by-net approach that just applies the shortest path algorithm
to assign nets one by one (with the capacity of each vertex
considered). Because it is a straightforward implementation
using the single net shortest-path algorithm for CPPA one
by one, we will not discuss its details. The second one is an
iterative deletion approach (similar to the concept first used in
global routing [4], [11]), which works one boundary at a time
and simultaneously assigns the unassigned nets crossing the
boundary with their best assignments (shortest paths).
We first describe the overall flow of our iterative deletion
based CPPA algorithm. It works one boundary at a time. At each
5In order to make use of the intervals which are too short for assigning any
pseudopin, our routing graph has more vertices. For each interval I , we introduce two vertices v and v . If a pseudopin p is assigned to v (v ), it means
p is aligned to the bottom (top) of I and may cover several short intervals if v
is too short for p.
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iteration, it checks on the boundaries that are not yet processed
with the most number of pseudopins.
and selects a boundary
For each boundary , it iteratively applies an iterative deletion
based multinet CPPA algorithm until all the nets that cross
have been assigned. Because the CPPA problem is NP-hard, we
do not have an efficient algorithm that can guarantee that we
can always find feasible assignments for all nets. If our algorithm can not find feasible assignments, it would do ripup and
reroute to enhance the chance of finding a feasible solution.
Before we explain our iterative deletion based multinet CPPA
algorithm, we need some definitions to help our algorithm ex, we use
to
planations. For a pseudopin on boundary
denote the subnet in the current row that belongs to. This
to pin . The coarse routing
subnet connects pins from pin
contains vertices , , and vertices
graph of the subnet
to
(corresponding to available intervals) from boundaries
. The set of the vertices on boundary
is denoted as .
The shortest path cost from vertex to vertex is denoted as
. We define a vertex set
. The vertex set
on boundary
is
the vertex set that can permit some shortest paths from to .
can be found by computing the shortest path from
The set
for all vertices in the coarse routing graph and computing the
shortest path backward from for vertices between boundary
and
.
The details of our iterative deletion based multinet CPPA alis explained below. For each
gorithm working on a boundary
pseudopin in , it runs the shortest path algorithm to find
and assign to all the vertices in
. It reports a failure
and stops the program if there is no path from to even after
the ripup and reroute algorithm has been applied.6 It also records
as
. Since we have many duplithe shortest path cost of
can be too crowded. The
cate assignments, some vertices in
, which asalgorithm then iteratively selects an assignment
signs a pseudopin to a vertex , and deletes the assignment
until there are no more overly congested vertices. The sefor deletion are: 1) the
lection criteria for the assignment
vertex is one of the most crowded vertices; 2) pseudopin has
the most number of alternative assignments among the pseudopins that has an assignment in .
After we have no more overly congested vertices, our algorithm goes through every unassigned pseudopin on boundary
. If pseudopin has some assignment that has not yet been
can still be assigned with the cost
deleted and the subnet
, we use the shortest path for
to assigned all the pseumay not be asdopins in . Please note that some subnet
because some vertices besigned with shortest path cost
come unavailable due to assignments from other nets or all its
assignment have been deleted. The pseudopins that are not assigned in the current pass will be assigned in later passes with
higher costs.
A summary of the iterative deletion based CPPA algorithm is
shown below.
6During the ripup and reroute, if we find certain boundary has been ripped-up
too many times, we will reduce the crosstalk-safe spacing estimation of some
pseudopins and try again with different net ordering. If the boundary has been
ripped-up too many times and no more spacing reduction can be done, we will
report failure.

1. while there are unassigned boundaries
2.
select the most crowded unassigned
boundary
3.
while there are unassigned pseudopins in
4.
for each pseudopin
not yet as–
signed on
5.
compute
and
6.
assign
to all the vertices in
7.
8.

9.

while there are vertices that are
too congested
that satisdelete an assign
fies
is one of the most
a. vertex
congested vertices
has the most alb. pseudopin
ternative assignments in
assign pseudopins in subnet
if
can still be assigned with
cost

3) Speed-Up the CPPA for a Single Net: The CPPA for a
single net is the basic building block for both of our net-by-net
and iterative deletion CPPA algorithms. We need to apply this
algorithm at least once for every net in the net-by-net CPPA
algorithm and maybe many times for each net in the iterative
deletion CPPA algorithm.
A straightforward implementation of the shortest path algorithm for directed acyclic graph (DAG) has a complexity of
time.7 Since the coarse routing graph is very dense
], the complexity for the algorithm is about
[i.e.,
, which can be time consuming.
Because the special cost structure of the CPPA problem, we
are able to find efficient algorithms (linear time in practice) for
the shortest path problems in CPPA. The key idea of our algorithms is to avoid explicitly generating and visiting all the edges
while maintaining the optimality of the shortest path algorithm.
to almost linear time
The reduction in complexity from
has great impacts on the runtime our CPPA algorithm. We have
seen more than ten times reduction in runtime in our test cases
after we switched our implementations to the enhanced version.
If we do not consider the cost of wire length, we shall present
later in this section an algorithm to cut down the complexity of
, where is the maximum
the shortest path algorithm to
in our
via count per edge. Since is a small number (
formulation), we have a linear time algorithm in practice.
If we consider the weighted cost of wire length and via counts,
algorithm to
we shall present later in this section an
calculate the shortest path for the case that all the costs are
rounded to some integral multiples of certain unit and the cost
for a via is . When the is small enough, we still get a linear
time algorithm in practice.
Because the exact pseudopin locations are not determined
in CPPA, the wire lengths calculated in CPPA are still some

S

7For a set , we will just use
no confusion.

S for S
j

j

O notation when there is

in the big-
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rough approximations. We do not need the length calculation
to be very precise and we can use larger granularity for the wire
length. If we choose a larger granularity for wire length, we can
normalize and to smaller values such that our algorithm
can run faster. For example, we set the cost of one via equal to
the cost of a wire of length ten times pitches (minimum wire
width and spacing) in our experiments. We also selected ten
times pitches as the minimum length unit, i.e., all the lengths
are rounded to integral multiples of this unit. In this case, we
and
.
have
We first provide some definitions for our explanations.
Definition 1: Given the source , the cost for a path
from source
to a vertex
is
, we define
is the minimum cost of all the paths from to .
and a vertex , we define
Definition 2: For a vertex
.
is the shortest path cost to under the
The value of
is the last edge in the path.
restriction that edge
4) Single Net CPPA for Via Cost Only: We first discuss the
). In this case,
case that wire length is not considered (
between two vertices , are the via estimation
the cost
of the edge. Remembering that a vertex on boundary
corresponds to an interval , we denote
as the farthest
location that we can push horizontally toward boundary
without hitting any obstacles. For example, in Fig. 4, we have
. In our via estimation, if
, we have
for any vertex on the next
equals to zero [in this
boundary except for the case that
and they both reach next boundary
].
case,
For a vertex and a vertex on the same boundary, all the
edges coming out from will be pruned if the first condition of
the following is satisfied; all the edges with costs that are not
equal to zero will be pruned if the second condition is satisfied:
, where is maximum via count per
1)
edge;
and
.
2)
is pruned because a path
In the first case, any edge
is always
consists of a shortest path from source to and
shorter than a path goes through to (
).
which cost is not zero is
In the second case, any edge
pruned by a similar reason (
). We say is
dominated by or dominates if any of the above conditions
is satisfied.
A simple example to demonstrate the dominating relations
among vertices is shown in Fig. 6. It contains several vertices
. For each vertex , we place it to
on boundaries and
the center of . For a vertex in boundary , we also draw
. We assume the
a horizontal stick to show the value of
. Assume the shortest path
maximum via count per edge
cost on boundary (stage) has been calculated and the costs are:
,
,
,
, and
.
We can show that vertex is dominated by vertex because
. Vertex is also dominated by vertex
because
and
. Vertex dominates
and
.
vertex because
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Fig. 6. Vertex dominating.

We call a set
in stage is a dominating set on stage if
.
any vertex in stage is dominated by some vertex in the set
is a dominating set on
For the example in Fig. 6, a set
is also a dominating set by definition.
stage . A set
Given a dominating set on stage , the shortest path cost to a
can be found by the following formula:
vertex on stage
or
Since any vertex in stage is dominated by some vertex in
, unless
, vertex can be discarded when considering the shortest paths to because
by the definition.
The above formula basically says that the shortest path cost to
a vertex can be found by checking on its adjacent edges to the
previous stage that have costs equal to zero and the edges from
the vertices in a dominating set of the previous stage. Therefore,
when we know the shortest path to all the vertices in stage and
, the shortest path cost can be found by
a dominating set
edges, where
is the
checking at most
.
vertex set on stage
We shall show next that we can have a dominating set of size
in any stage. Given a set
of vertices in stage
at most
of the same cost, the vertex that has the largest
will dom. Therefore, we can form a domiinate any other vertex in
nating set that has one vertex for each cost in stage . Let
be the minimum cost in stage , we can drop any vertex with
from the dominating set because they will be
cost
. We now have
dominated by the dominating vertex of cost
. In fact, we can further
a dominating set of size at most
reduce the size of a dominating set if any of the remaining vertices is dominated by another vertex in the dominating set.
comparSince finding a dominating set only takes
edges when
isons on stage and we visit at most only
we calculate the shortest path cost on stage , we have an
time shortest path algorithm.
Theorem 1: If only via cost is considered, CPPA on a single
, where is the maximum via count
net can be done in
per edge.
5) Single Net CPPA for Combined Length and Via
Costs: We now discuss how we handle the combined length
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and via cost in our shortest path algorithm. Under this formulabetween two vertices , is now a
tion, the edge cost
, where and
weighted sum
are user specified weights;
is the Manhattan
to the center of
distance between the center of interval
is the via cost estimation. Please note
interval ;
, where
and
are
the -coordinates of the centers of the intervals and .
Because the cost of a path contains the length measurement
now, there is no longer a set of vertices that can dominate all the
other vertices. The algorithm in the previous subsection can no
longer be applied. However, we shall show that we can define
two dominating sets for each vertex. Furthermore, a sequence of
these dominating sets can be calculated efficiently and we can
have an efficient shortest path algorithm.
We first modify the dominating conditions with the aid of
a new definition of a modified cost
. We can rewrite the dominating conditions on vertices and for a vertex in the next stage:
;
1)
and
.
2)
By similar arguments as in the previous section, an edge
can be pruned in the shortest path consideration bein both cases. We say that
cause
-dominates and is -dominated by
if any of the
above conditions is satisfied. We use the same example in
Fig. 6 to demonstrate the new definition. We have labeled the
-coordinates of the vertices in left-hand side of the graph.
Assume we have calculated the shortest path costs for all the
,
,
,
,
vertices in stage :
. We also assume
,
, and
. We
and
,
can calculate
. In this case, vertex is
-dominated by because
.
are defined for
The dominating sets of a vertex in stage
and
.
two subsets of the vertices in stage :
is formed by the following: we first shoot a horThe set
izontal line from the center of interval , any vertex with the
that is above or right on the horizontal line is in
center of
. The rest of the vertices in stage are in
.
and verFor example, in Fig. 6, vertices and are in
.
tices , , and are in
is a -top-dominating set if any
A set
is -dominated by a vertex in
. A set
vertex in
is a -bottom-dominating set if any
is -dominated by a vertex in
.
vertex in
Obviously, for any vertex , we can find an -top-dominating
set and an -bottom-dominating set with sizes less than
because we can have one -dominating vertex for each cost
larger than
and any vertex with
is -dominated by , where is the vertex with the smallest
.
We now discuss how we can find a sequence of top-domiin
nating sets for all vertices on stage
time. We first show an efficient way to generate -top-domis above
on
inating set from a -top-dominating set if
is above , if
, we
stage . In the case that
,
will have

where
intervals

and

is the distance between the centers of
. We now have
. For our example in Fig. 6,
. Similarly,
.

The above formula shows us that if a vertex
is
-dominated by a vertex
,
is
-domfor
(in the example,
is -dominated
inated by
and
is also -dominated by ). Therefore, if a
by
is an
-dominating set for
, it still
set
-dominates all the vertices in
for the vertex
. We can construct an
-top-dominating set by updating
for every
in
in
and compare them
for
in
against
time. For the example in
. We calculate
Fig. 6, we have an -top-dominating set
. We then
with
one by one.
checks on the members of
.
For the vertex , we have
and
, vertex
Because
is -dominated by . We should update the dominating set
by deleting and adding . For the vertex , we have
to
. Therefore, vertex is -dominated by .
.
The final -top-dominating set is
,
If we do a top-down sweep on the vertices on stage
every vertex in stage appears just once in
for some . Furthermore,
can also be found
efficiently by interleaving a top-down sweep on stage with the
. Therefore, we can construct top-domsweep on stage
in
inating sets for all the vertices in stage
. Similarly, we can find all the bottom-dominating sets
in
by a
for all the vertices in stage
. Since
bottom-up sweep on stage
, any vertex in
is dominated by some vertex in
or
. Therefore, we can find the shortest path to
by just checking on vertices in
,
, and the
. As a result, we have an
vertex with
time shortest path algorithm.
Theorem 2: If the cost for an edge of length and vias is
, where , , , and are integers, CPPA on a single
, where is the maximum number
net can be done in
of vias per edge.
C. DPPA
After the CPPA step, every pseudopin is assigned to some
interval. The DPPA then assigns pseudopins to the exact locations inside each interval. pseudopins of the same strip (defined
by the tile boundary partition) are assigned together in a way
somewhat like channel routing. Each subnet is first assigned
as a single wire segment , i.e., all the pseudopins in subnet
are aligned on a straight line. We first determine the ordering and
spacing of these wire segments. As in channel routing, in which
the number of tracks required may exceed the channel density,
we may have assignments that exceed the strip height if we insist
that all the pseudopins in each subnet must be aligned. If this
happens, we will apply an alignment algorithm to break up the
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alignments and introduce jogs to resolve the problem. Instead of
demanding all pseudopins of the same net must be aligned, the
alignment algorithm will just try to align as many pseudopins as
possible.
The details of the ordering and spacing algorithm and the
alignment algorithm are discussed in the next two sections.
1) Ordering and Spacing Algorithm: Our ordering and
spacing algorithm works on one strip at a time. It is a simple
iterative packing algorithm that assumes pseudopins of a subnet
are aligned as one single wire segment
. The algorithm
packs the segments either to top or bottom depending on which
side can result in a shorter wire length in detailed routing.
For the wire segments preferred to be packed to the bottom,
the packing algorithm iteratively finds a segment that can
be assigned to the lowest location and assigns it. The lowest
location is determined by the crosstalk-safe spacings to the
segments already packed to the bottom. Packing segments to
the top can be done similarly.
In DPPA, the minimum crosstalk-safe spacing between adjacent pseudopins from their crosstalk constraints is calculated in
a similar way as in CPPA, except that we now have exact data
on neighboring nets. It may not be the same value as previously
estimated in CPPA. Therefore, it is possible that the spacing requirement in some interval exceeds the available space although
it did not happen according to the previous estimations in CPPA.
If this happens, we will adjust our spacing estimation, redo the
coarse assignments for the affected nets with the new spacing
estimations, and redo the ordering and spacing assignment on
the affected strips.
2) Alignment Algorithm: For a strip with height , if we
have enough spacing for all the pseudopins in each interval but
the ordering and spacing algorithm generates assignment that
require height larger than , we would apply the alignment algorithm to introduce jogs and align as many pseudopins as possible.
For a strip that contains several intervals, our alignment
algorithm aligns pseudopins one interval at a time. It starts from
the most crowded interval and works on the intervals toward its
left and right.
from bottom to top on an inFor pseudopins , , ,
on boundary , we developed an optimal dynamic
terval
programming algorithm that assigns the pin locations for ,
, ,
and maximizes the number of alignments between
to the locations (other pins of the same
the pseudopins on
net) that they want to be aligned.
to denote the minimum separation distance
We use
and
. For a pseudopin assignment
that
between
to location
, we define
as
assigns pseudopin
, . We
the number of alignments for pseudopins , ,
the maximum of
among all feasible
define
.
assignments and
for all feasible loPlease note that the maximum of
cations of pseudopin is the maximum number of alignments.
can also be recursively calculated
It is obvious that
by
, where
is the number of alignments on when it
. Our alignment algorithm basically
is assigned to location
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Fig. 7. Pseudopin alignments on a boundary.

uses this formula to calculate
for
to on all feasible
locations.
a redundant location for
if there
We call a location
such that
, and
exists a location
. Because for any feasible assignment
that as, we can find an assignment such that it assigns
signs to
to
with greater or equal number of total alignments to
. We can construct by combining
and
this way:
for
and
for
.
For any pseudopin , we can restrict it to be assigned to nonredundant locations without losing the optimality. Please note if
has
nonredundant locations
, we must have
. Therefore, to find the maximum
below
, we only need to find the maximum nonredundant location
that is smaller than
.
of
For pseudopin , we can assume that the boundary is par,
, ,
such that locations
titioned to intervals,
of the same interval have the same alignments and locations
on adjacent intervals have different alignments. For example,
wants to be aligned with at
in Fig. 7, we show pseudopin
is
,
, and
with
40. The partition for
alignments zero, one, and zero, respectively.
has a finite number
We will show next if pseudopin
of nonredundant locations and partitions the boundaries to
intervals, the number of nonredundant locations for pseudopin
is at most
. For an interval , if there are locations
for some nonredundant location
of
of the form
, the interval , can be partitioned to , , , by these
points. Because the locations in each interval will have the
number, they are all redundant except for the lowest
same
point on each interval. Therefore, interval can contribute at
nonredundant locations for . Because there are
most
points that partition intervals, the total number of
at most
.
nonredundant locations of is at most
The above proof of finite nonredundant locations also gives us
the procedure on how to compute them. We will use the example
in Fig. 7 to demonstrate the calculation. We assume the minimum spacing is 20 for any pair of pseudopins. The nonredundant locations for pseudopin are 0 and 40 with
and
. The pseudopin partitions the boundary to
,
, and
with alignments zero, two, and
,
zero, respectively. Therefore, we check on the locations
for nonredundant locations. The results are 20 and
50,
and
. Note that the loca50 with
tion 60 is a redundant location of because
. The pseudopin partitions the boundary to
,
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TABLE I
CROSSTALK NOISE ESTIMATION IN PPA (VIA COST)

, and
with alignments 0, 1, and 0, respectively.
,
, and 90
The nonredundant locations of are
,
, and
. If we
with
assign to 90, to 50 and to zero, we have an assignment
with maximum alignments.
Our algorithm is further enhanced to allow weighted sums on
the number of alignments such that we can have preferences to
the alignments, which align pseudopins to real pins or pins on a
previously processed boundary.
Note that the above alignment algorithm does not change the
ordering of the pseudopins and the packing algorithm does not
cause wire crossing on any segments. Therefore, misalignments
of the pseudopins within a strip may be routed by just introducing jogs but not vias.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We tested our algorithms on a 168-MHz SUN Ultra II. We
use the NTRS’97 0.18- m technology for the resistance and
capacitance calculations.
We have two sets of test cases. The first set of test cases conand
of MCM designs. They were
tains two test cases
scaled down by a factor of 90.90 such that the original 75- m
pitch in MCM design is scaled to 1.5 times the minimum width
(0.22 m) plus the minimum spacing (0.33 m) in this technology. The driver resistance in each net is set to 1800 in this
set of test cases.
The second set of test cases contains six standard-cell
designs: s5378, s9234 s13207, s15850, s38417, and s38584.

The placements of these test cases were placed by GORDIAN/DOMINO [13], [21].8 The driver resistance in each net
is set between 8550 and 1425 according to the net length.
We use the global router MINOTAUR [9] to obtain the multilayer global routing solutions for all the test cases.
Each test case is run with different setups on the PPA algorithms, noise control, and cost functions. For the experiments
for
with noise control, the noise constraint is set to 0.3
each net.
For the test cases with combined length and via cost function,
we use ten pitches as the length unit and the cost for length
.
units and vias is
Tables I and II show the distribution of the estimated crosstalk
noise on each test case with via cost function and combined cost
function, respectively. The second column shows which CPPA
algorithm is used (net for net-by-net and id for iterative deletion). The columns under “Noise distribution” give the number
of nets falls in each range. For example, the column 0.2–0.3
shows the number of nets with crosstalk noise between 0.2–0.3
. The arithmetic average of the crosstalk noise of all nets
are shown in the column “avg. noise.” The last column shows
the runtime measured in seconds.
If the crosstalk noise constraints are not considered, the avand
is 0.11–0.26
with up to
erage noise of
. The average
36% of nets that have noise larger than 0.3
noise for those standard-cell test cases is much lower (0.01–0.05
).
8The test cases that we obtained only contain net lists without cell library information. The cell geometry and pin locations used in placement are generated
by using a Mississippi State University 0.8-m Standard Cell Library. We then
shrunk them to approximate the cells in the 0.18-m technology.
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TABLE II
CROSSTALK NOISE ESTIMATION IN PPA (COMBINED COST)

The noise distributions between MCM test cases and standard-cell test cases are quite different because the wire length
distributions are quite different. For our MCM test cases, only 3
and 81 out of 7118 nets in
are local
out of 802 nets in
nets that do not cross any tile boundary. On the other hand, most
of the nets in these standard-cell designs are short local nets.
41% to 72% of nets that are local nets that do not cross any tile
boundary. These short local nets usually have much less noise
when
than global long nets. They are treated as no noise (0
we calculate the noise distribution and noise average) in the
PPA noise estimation. As a result,the estimated average noise
of these standard-cell test cases are much lower than our MCM
test cases.
If the crosstalk noise constraints are considered, the average
and
is reduced to 0.10–0.16
and the
noise in
average noise of those standard-cell test cases is reduced to
. Both of our CPPA algorithms successfully re0.01–0.03
duce all the noise values to values that are smaller than 0.3
. Overall, the noise control by iterative deletion algorithm
is better, but the runtime is also longer. The difference in noise
distributions using different cost functions in CPPA is not very
significant.
The runtime of combined cost CPPA is comparable to the runtime of using via cost only because the selection of larger granin
ularity when we calculate the wire length in CPPA [
time algorithm]. In some test cases, the ones with
the
combined cost are even faster than their via cost only counterparts.
We use an internally developed multilayer gridless detailed
router based on the gridless routing engine as described in
[5]–[7] to route the above examples. This detailed router is still

under refinement; it can do a net-by-net routing, but can not do
ripup and reroute at this point. The routing results are shown
in Tables III and IV.
Please note that net counts in Tables III and IV count all the
local nets and subnets within each tile. If a net spans tiles,
each of its subnets is counted as one in the net counts.
The estimated number of vias in PPA are lower bound estimations,. The detailed router may use more vias if it makes more
turns to route the nets. In PPA via estimation, we do not include
the via estimation for local nets that could be routed within a
single tile. However, the via counting in detail routing includes
all the vias. This explains the big differences between the estimated and routed via counts.
The results of PPA are highly routable, even though no ripup
and reroute is performed. The completion rates of different cases
are 93%–99%. The average vias per net is only 0.7–1.4 in the
MCM test cases and 1.0–1.7 in the standard-cell test cases.
The column “PPA wire length” reports the total Manhattan
distance between pins after the DPPA. The column “DR wire
length” reports the total wire length after the detailed routing.
We can see the wire length in PPA is very close (within 4%) to
the DR wire length. This shows that most of the detailed nets are
routed without detours. We can see slight wire length reduction
if the combined cost is used. There is sizin the test case
if the combined
able wire length reduction (9%–10%) in
cost is used. The reason why we can get more wire length rethan
is probably because we have smaller
duction in
. Thus, less variations in wire lengths and less room
tiles in
for wire length reduction. Because most of the nets in our standard-cell test cases are local nets that do not have pseudopins
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TABLE III
DETAILED ROUTING RESULTS (VIA COST)

TABLE IV
DETAILED ROUTING RESULTS (COMBINED COST)

and, therefore, not affected by PPA, we can only see small (up
to 7%) wire length reductions in these standard-cell test cases.
Tables V and VI show the distribution of crosstalk noise after
detailed routing. From the detailed routed results, we do a two-

dimensional extraction to find out the line resistance, the line
capacitance and coupling capacitance for all the nets (including
local nets, therefore, the noise in local nets is calculated in this
step). We then plug in these data to the same noise calculation
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TABLE V
CALCULATED CROSSTALK NOISE AFTER DETAILED ROUTING (VIA COST)

TABLE VI
CALCULATED CROSSTALK NOISE AFTER DETAILED ROUTING (COMBINED
COST)

formula in (1) to find out the exact noise in the layout. Tables V
and VI verified that the noise control in the PPA can be carried
out by the detailed routing with high fidelity. The noise is not

as bad as estimated in Tables I and II. This is because our noise
estimation in PPA is somewhat conservative on the total capacitance, which results in higher estimated noise.
For the MCM test cases, if no noise control is done in PPA,
the average noise for each test case ranges 0.13–0.22
with
noise budget after
up to 11% of nets exceeding the 0.3
. With 0.3
noise constraints for all
detailed routing in
nets, the average noise for each net reduces 15%–31% with no
noise violations. The cases that use iterative deletion for CPPA
still give the best noise distribution after detailed routing.
For the standard-cell test cases, we can see most of our test
cases do not have serious noise problems (the average noise is
without noise control) because the maonly 0.06–0.07
jority of the nets in these test cases are short local nets. The
improvements on noise distributions are moderate because our
algorithms only tries to meet the noise constraints and the majority of local nets are not affected by PPA. In some test cases,
there are up to three nets that violate the noise constraints. This
is because the noise estimation in PPA only considers the effects
from global nets and the estimated routing in PPA may not completely match the routing results by the detailed router.
Tables VII and VIII show the crosstalk noise for the global
nets (nets cross at least on tile boundary) in the standard-cell
test cases. We can see our PPA algorithms generate better noise
distributions for those global net and reduce the average noise
to 0.07–0.08
in the test
of global nets from 0.08–0.09
cases.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a new approach for PPA with
crosstalk noise control in multilayer gridless general-area
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TABLE VII
CALCULATED GLOBAL NET CROSSTALK NOISE AFTER DETAILED
ROUTING (VIA COST)

routing. Our approach includes two steps: CPPA and DPPA.
This two-step approach absorbs the obstacle considerations and
can efficiently assign pseudopins to minimize total wire length
and the estimated number of vias and control crosstalk noise.
Our experimental results show that our PPA algorithm can
generate suitable PPA to satisfy the crosstalk noise constraints
after detailed routing and achieve high completion rate in detail
routing.

APPENDIX
NP-COMPLETENESS PROOFS OF THE PPA AND CPPA PROBLEMS
In this appendix, we shall show the simple proofs of the
NP-completeness of both PPA and CPPA problems by the
reductions from the Hamiltonian path problem and the set
partition problem, respectively.
A. PPA Feasibility Problem is NP-Complete
It is obvious that the PPA feasibility problem is in NP because we can verify the feasibility of a PPA solution in polynomial time. It remains to show that the PPA feasibility problem
is NP-hard.
The idea of the proof is to reduce the Hamiltonian path
problem, which is NP-complete (see [16]), to a single boundary
PPA feasibility problem, i.e., a PPA problem instance with only
one boundary. The Hamiltonian path problem asks whether a
has a simple path
such
graph
,
if
and
.
that
, we can construct a single
Given a graph
boundary PPA problem in polynomial time such that each
corresponds to the pseudopin . If there is
vertex in
and
are
an edge between and in , the pseudopin
. If
noise-free and can be separated by minimum spacing
there is no edge between and , the noise consideration

TABLE VIII
CALCULATED GLOBAL NET CROSSTALK NOISE AFTER DETAILED
ROUTING (COMBINED COST)

requires
and be separated at least by , where
.
. It is easy to show
We set the height of the row as
that if the PPA problem is feasible, there is a way to place pseudopins such that distance between any adjacent pseudopins is
. Thus, a corresponding Hamiltonian path can be found. Similarly, if we have a Hamiltonian path in , we can convert it to a
feasible solution in the constructed PPA problem. Therefore, the
Hamiltonian path problem can be reduced to the PPA problem.
Because the Hamiltonian path problem is NP-complete, the PPA
problem is NP-hard. The PPA problem is NP-complete because
it is both in NP and NP-hard.
B. CPPA Feasibility Problem is NP-Complete
It is obvious that the CPPA feasibility problem is in NP because we can verify the feasibility in polynomial time. We shall
show there is a trivial reduction from the set partition problem,
which is NP-complete (see [16]) to the CPPA problem to prove
the CPPA feasibility is NP-hard.
The set partition problem asks whether there is a partition
such that
of a set of integers to and
. From a set partition problem that
,
we can form a CPPA instance on a single boundary with two
. Each element
corresponds a
intervals of height
pseudopin with spacing requirement . It is trivial to show these
two problems are equivalent. Thus, CPPA problem is NP-hard
and NP-complete.
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